Methods: Behavioural Task
Twelve healthy right handed females, aged 35-40, performed forced-choice, match-to-sample tasks within a 1.5T whole body clinical MRI. A block design was used in which the ability to match target and choice patches on the basis of wavelength or texture was assessed separately for isoluminant colour patches from the red, yellow, and blue regions of colour space and for Brodatz textures. Participants completed five blocks for each of the four types of visual stimuli.
Example Stimulus Presentation
Methods: MRI Acquisition 
Methods: fMRI Analysis
• Analyzed using SPM-2.
• Individual functional runs were realigned, normalized to the MNI-305 brain using the EPI template, and spatially smoothed using a 6mm FWHM kernel.
• Voxel-wise analysis was carried out on the group data using p = .0001 (k=10), uncorrected.
• WFU pickatlas 5 was used to generate an anatomical Region of Interest (ROI) based on AAL atlas, containing the right and left fusiform gyri.
• Voxel-wise analysis within the ROI was carried out on the group data using p = .001 (k=50), uncorrected. We would also like to thank Dr. Patricia Gervai for her assistance. Colour and texture produced similar activations in the cuneus, lingual and fusiform gyri (above). Texture processing required additional resources in lingual gyrus and cuneus (below).
• Common local maxima for colour differ from local maximum for texture.
•
